
Unveiling the Powerful and Emotive
Words of Lola Ridge - Prepare to be
Inspired

Lola Ridge, an influential American poet of the early 20th century, captured the

emotions and struggles of her time through her profound verse. Her poems delve
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into themes of social justice, feminism, and the human experience. In this article,

we will explore the life and works of Lola Ridge, allowing her powerful words to

resonate within our souls. Join us as we embark on a journey through the

captivating world of "With Poem By Lola Ridge."
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Early Life and Inspiration

Born in Dublin, Ireland in 1873, Lola Ridge immigrated to New Zealand and

eventually settled in the United States. Her immigrant background deeply

influenced her poetic voice, as she empathized with the struggles and aspirations

of those searching for a better life. Ridge's childhood experiences laid the

foundation for her powerful and empathetic verse.

Her exposure to feminist literature and the works of social reformers such as

Emma Goldman and Jane Addams influenced her poetic style. Ridge's writing

captured the essence of the women's suffrage movement and the fight for gender

equality during her time.

Themes in Lola Ridge's Poetry

Ridge's poetry covers an array of themes, each exploring a different facet of the

human experience. Her verses reflect the struggles and hopes of immigrants, the

working class, and women seeking their place in society. Themes of social

justice, love, heartbreak, nature, and spirituality resonate throughout her poetry.

Achievements and Legacy
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Lola Ridge's contributions to American poetry were groundbreaking and

impactful. Her poetry collections, including "The Ghetto and Other Poems" and

"Sun-Up and Other Poems," received critical acclaim, earning her a dedicated

following. Ridge's poetry challenged societal norms and shed light on the issues

faced by marginalized communities.

Despite her immense talent, Ridge's works were overshadowed in later years.

With the passage of time, her poetry gradually slipped into obscurity. However,

poetry enthusiasts, academics, and literary scholars are now rediscovering the

brilliance of Lola Ridge's verse, ensuring her lasting legacy in the annals of

American literature.

The Soulful Verses of "With Poem By Lola Ridge"

"With Poem By Lola Ridge" is a collection that encapsulates the emotions and

experiences evoked by the poet's deepest insights. The collection covers diverse

topics with profound imagery and thought-provoking metaphors. It embraces the

struggles of societal outcasts, the resilience of love, and the beauty found in

nature.

One notable poem in this collection is "Echoes," a reflection on the eternal

echoes of the past resonating within our souls. Ridge's ability to paint vivid

images with her words and convey universal emotions truly shines in this poem.

Example Poem from "With Poem By Lola Ridge":

Echoes

Low in the daisies
I found the babies—
Two, five, and seven—
And one had yellow hair.

As they saw me coming
They tried to run for the woods



But I was too quick for them—
And I fenced them with my arms.

"Where do you belong?"
I scolded the two-eyed
Blue-eyed five-year-old.

But he would not answer
Though I showed him the photo
Of the farmhouse family twice.

"Why, oh, why"
I plucked his bare shoulder,
"Why did you run from me?"

Then his mothers—all five of them— came flocking,
Blanched skirts floating
Like a hen before a storm.

I said to the youngest
"Earn your bread,
And learn to speak plainly
So you can tell your name."

But he slept on my shoulder—
So I took him home
Where the bright children live

Lola Ridge's poetry continues to inspire and captivate readers, allowing them to

explore the depths of the human experience. Her powerful words echo the

struggles of the marginalized, the yearning for justice, and the beauty found in

everyday existence.

With "With Poem By Lola Ridge," readers will embark on a soul-stirring journey

through her exquisite verse, connecting with emotions that transcend time and

background. Lola Ridge's imprint on American literature is undeniable, and her

words will continue to resonate for generations to come.
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“The New Mother” is an 1882 short story by Lucy Clifford. The story centres

around two young girls who live with their mother and baby sibling in the woods.

One day they happen across strange girl who promises to show them a tiny man

and woman who live in her guitar if they are naughty enough. Excited by this offer,

they return home and try to be as badly behaved as possible, to which their

mother responds with threats of leaving and the arrival of a new mother with

“glass eyes and a wooden tail” . Three times the strange girl tells them they

haven't been naughty enough, and three times they return home to behave more

badly than the day before. Finally, the girl tells them that they shall never be

naughty enough to see the miniature couple and they return home to find that

their mother really has gone. When the new mother arrives, they run away into the

woods to live on berries. Lucy Clifford (1846–1929) Clifford, also known as Mrs.

W. K. Clifford, was an English journalist, novelist, and wife of notable philosopher

and mathematician William Kingdon Clifford. Other works by this author include:

“Mrs. Keith's Crime” (1885), “The Anyhow Stories, Moral and Otherwise” (1882),

and “Aunt Anne” (1892). Read & Co. Classics is proudly republishing this classic

collection of children's short stories now complete with an introductory poem by

Lola Ridge.
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